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Get into the best schools. Land your next big promotion.
Dress for success. Run faster. Play tougher. Work harder.
Keep score. And whatever you do—make sure you win.
Competition runs through every aspect of our lives today.
From the cubicle to the race track, in business and love,
religion and science, what matters now is to be the biggest,
fastest, meanest, toughest, richest. The upshot of all these
contests? As Margaret Heffernan shows in this eye-opening
book, competition regularly backfires, producing an explosion
of cheating, corruption, inequality, and risk. The demolition
derby of modern life has damaged our ability to work
together. But it doesn't have to be this way. CEOs, scientists,
engineers, investors, and inventors around the world are
pioneering better ways to create great products, build
enduring businesses, and grow relationships. Their secret?
Generosity. Trust. Time. Theater. From the cranberry bogs of
Massachusetts to the classrooms of Singapore and Finland,
from tiny start-ups to global engineering firms and beloved
American organizations—like Ocean Spray, Eileen Fisher,
Gore, and Boston Scientific—Heffernan discovers ways of
living and working that foster creativity, spark innovation,
reinforce our social fabric, and feel so much better than
winning.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “I come from a family
forged by tragedies and bound by a remarkable, unbreakable
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addiction, loss, and survival. When he was two years old,
Hunter Biden was badly injured in a car accident that killed
his mother and baby sister. In 2015, he suffered the
devastating loss of his beloved big brother, Beau, who died of
brain cancer at the age of forty-six. These hardships were
compounded by the collapse of his marriage and a years-long
battle with drug and alcohol addiction. In Beautiful Things,
Hunter recounts his descent into substance abuse and his
tortuous path to sobriety. The story ends with where Hunter is
today—a sober married man with a new baby, finally able to
appreciate the beautiful things in life.
Rework shows you a better, faster, easier way to succeed in
business. Most business books give you the same old advice:
Write a business plan, study the competition, seek investors,
yadda yadda. If you're looking for a book like that, put this
one back on the shelf. Read it and you'll know why plans are
actually harmful, why you don't need outside investors, and
why you're better off ignoring the competition. The truth is,
you need less than you think. You don't need to be a
workaholic. You don't need to staff up. You don't need to
waste time on paperwork or meetings. You don't even need
an office. Those are all just excuses. What you really need to
do is stop talking and start working. This book shows you the
way. You'll learn how to be more productive, how to get
exposure without breaking the bank, and tons more
counterintuitive ideas that will inspire and provoke you. With
its straightforward language and easy-is-better approach,
Rework is the perfect playbook for anyone who’s ever
dreamed of doing it on their own. Hardcore entrepreneurs,
small-business owners, people stuck in day jobs they hate,
victims of "downsizing," and artists who don’t want to starve
anymore will all find valuable guidance in these pages.
You want to do hard things. But you don’t know where to
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tired and burned out. You feel called to do the extraordinary
for God. But you feel stuck in the ordinary. Do Hard Things
inspired thousands of young people around the world to make
the most of the teen years. Now Alex and Brett Harris are
back and ready to tackle the questions that Do Hard Things
inspired: How do I get started? What do I do when I get
discouraged? What’s the best way to inspire others? Filled
with stories and insights from Alex, Brett, and other real-life
rebelutionaries, Start Here is a powerful and practical guide to
doing hard things, right where you are. Are you ready to take
the next step and blast past mediocrity for the glory of God?
START HERE.
Honest communication is a scarcity. We spend our time
talking, posting, assuming, and reacting while spending very
little time listening and understanding ourselves and others.
We communicate in ways we have learned in our lives
ignoring negative patterns and stuffing our feelings. In this
revealing, fun, and easy-to-read book, Lara Currie explores
how we are triggered in our everyday interactions which lead
to over-stimulation that has us feeling anxious, stressed out,
and depressed. Lara gives you a categorical breakdown of
the What, Who, Why, and When of common triggers as well
as what you can do to recognize them, how to resist "just
reacting," and how to establish clear and protective
boundaries so you can thrive! With strategies to clearly
define, and if necessary, defend your intentions in a way that
is both respectful and firm. As you follow these steps, your
relationships, confidence, and self-esteem will improve, and
you will find joy in increasingly drama free and honest
relationships. Drawing from her work in high conflict positions,
her own personal journey, and some of the leading thinkers of
our time, Lara leads the reader to an increased selfawareness, an understanding of what that "knot" in the pit of
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implement today to become the person you were meant to
be.
A sharp, comedic send-up of punk and hardcore culture, from
the creators of the popular and critically-lauded satire site The
Hard Times.net.
This business classic features straight-talking advice you’ll
never hear in school. Featuring a new foreword by Ariel
Emanuel and Patrick Whitesell Mark H. McCormack, one of
the most successful entrepreneurs in American business, is
widely credited as the founder of the modern-day sports
marketing industry. On a handshake with Arnold Palmer and
less than a thousand dollars, he started International
Management Group and, over a four-decade period, built the
company into a multimillion-dollar enterprise with offices in
more than forty countries. To this day, McCormack’s
business classic remains a must-read for executives and
managers at every level. Relating his proven method of
“applied people sense” in key chapters on sales, negotiation,
reading others and yourself, and executive time
management, McCormack presents powerful real-world
guidance on • the secret life of a deal • management
philosophies that don’t work (and one that does) • the key to
running a meeting—and how to attend one • the positive use
of negative reinforcement • proven ways to observe
aggressively and take the edge • and much more Praise for
What They Don’t Teach You at Harvard Business School
“Incisive, intelligent, and witty, What They Don’t Teach You
at Harvard Business School is a sure winner—like the author
himself. Reading it has taught me a lot.”—Rupert Murdoch,
executive chairman, News Corp, chairman and CEO, 21st
Century Fox “Clear, concise, and informative . . . Like a good
mentor, this book will be a valuable aid throughout your
business career.”—Herbert J. Siegel, chairman, Chris-Craft
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have personally seen him adopt, which has not only
contributed to the growth of his business, but mine as
well.”—Arnold Palmer “There have been what we love to call
dynasties in every sport. IMG has been different. What this
one brilliant man, Mark McCormack, created is the only
dynasty ever over all sport.”—Frank Deford, senior
contributing writer, Sports Illustrated
It has never been more important for business leaders to look
to the future. Yet, when we are living through some of the
most uncertain times we have ever faced, it can feel daunting
to know where to start. In Future-Proof Your Business,
applied futurist Tom Cheesewright will reveal industry
techniques and tools to help you: - Scan the near horizon for
incoming shocks - Look to the far future to define long-term
strategy - Accelerate decision-making in your business Delegate power to the front line, speeding your response Streamline your organisation so it's agile and can adapt to
change In our uncertain times, leaders who keep their focus
on the future will be the ones who prevail.
I Can Do Hard Things is a beautiful reminder to tune into and
listen to that quiet voice inside so that you can do what's right
for you. I don't always feel brave, confident or strong.
Sometimes it seems easier to follow others along. It's hard to
navigate a world in which we get so many messages about
how we should be. We pause. We listen to the quiet voice
inside. I connect with the love and strength it brings. It helps
me remember: I can do hard things. I Can Do Hard Things:
Mindful Affirmations for Kids is the perfect addition to your
home or school library. (The book is available in Spanish as
Yo Puedo Hacer Cosas Dificiles: Afirmaciones Concientes
Para Niños).
You’re only a startup CEO once. Do it well with Startup CEO,
a "master class in building a business." —Dick Costolo,
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other: it’s difficult, risky, stressful, lonely, and often learned
through trial and error. As a startup CEO seeing things for the
first time, you’re likely to make mistakes, fail, get things
wrong, and feel like you don’t have any control over
outcomes. Author Matt Blumberg has been there, and in
Startup CEO he shares his experience, mistakes, and
lessons learned as he guided Return Path from a handful of
employees and no revenues to over $100 million in revenues
and 500 employees. Startup CEO is not a memoir of Return
Path's 20-year journey but a thoughtful CEO-focused book
that provides first-time CEOs with advice, tools, and
approaches for the situations that startup CEOs will face.
You'll learn: How to tell your story to new hires, investors, and
customers for greater alignment How to create a valuesbased culture for speed and engagement How to create
business and personal operating systems so that you can
balance your life and grow your company at the same time
How to develop, lead, and leverage your board of directors
for greater impact How to ensure that your company is
bought, not sold, when you exit Startup CEO is the field guide
every CEO needs throughout the growth of their company.
Venture capitalists are the handmaidens of innovation.
Operating in the background, they provide the fuel needed to
get fledgling companies off the ground--and the advice and
guidance that helps growing companies survive their
adolescence. In Creative Capital, Spencer Ante tells the
compelling story of the enigmatic and quirky man--Georges
Doriot--who created the venture capital industry. The author
traces the pivotal events in Doriot's life, including his
experience as a decorated brigadier general during World
War II; as a maverick professor at Harvard Business School;
and as the architect and founder of the first venture capital
firm, American Research and Development. It artfully
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in startups, such as the important role he played in the
formation of Digital Equipment Corporation and many other
new companies that later grew to be influential and
successful. An award-winning Business Week journalist, Ante
gives us a rare look at a man who overturned conventional
wisdom by proving that there is big money to be made by
investing in small and risky businesses. This vivid portrait of
Georges Doriot reveals the rewards that come from
relentlessly pursuing what-if possibilities--and offers valuable
lessons for business managers and investors alike.
Andy Grove, founder and former CEO of Intel shares his
strategy for success as he takes the reader deep inside the
workings of a major company in Only the Paranoid Survive.
Under Andy Grove's leadership, Intel became the world's
largest chip maker and one of the most admired companies in
the world. In Only the Paranoid Survive, Grove reveals his
strategy for measuring the nightmare moment every leader
dreads--when massive change occurs and a company must,
virtually overnight, adapt or fall by the wayside--in a new way.
Grove calls such a moment a Strategic Inflection Point, which
can be set off by almost anything: mega-competition, a
change in regulations, or a seemingly modest change in
technology. When a Strategic Inflection Point hits, the
ordinary rules of business go out the window. Yet, managed
right, a Strategic Inflection Point can be an opportunity to win
in the marketplace and emerge stronger than ever. Grove
underscores his message by examining his own record of
success and failure, including how he navigated the events of
the Pentium flaw, which threatened Intel's reputation in 1994,
and how he has dealt with the explosions in growth of the
Internet. The work of a lifetime, Only the Paranoid Survive is
a classic of managerial and leadership skills.
Everything Good Will Come introduces an important new
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wisdom, Nigerian-born Sefi Atta has written a powerful and
eloquent story set in her African homeland. It is 1971, a year
after the Biafran War, and Nigeria is under military
rule—though the politics of the state matter less than those of
her home to Enitan Taiwo, an eleven-year-old girl tired of
waiting for school to start. Will her mother, who has become
deeply religious since the death of Enitan’s brother, allow her
friendship with the new girl next door, the brash and beautiful
Sheri Bakare? This novel charts the fate of these two African
girls; one who is prepared to manipulate the traditional
system and one who attempts to defy it. Written in the voice
of Enitan, the novel traces this unusual friendship into their
adult lives, against the backdrop of tragedy, family strife, and
a war-torn Nigeria. In the end, Everything Good Will Come is
Enitan’s story; one of a fiercely intelligent, strong young
woman coming of age in a culture that still insists on feminine
submission. Enitan bucks the familial and political systems
until she is confronted with the one desire too precious to
forfeit in the name of personal freedom: her desire for a child.
Everything Good Will Come evokes the sights and smells of
Africa while imparting a wise and universal story of love,
friendship, prejudice, survival, politics, and the cost of divided
loyalties.
What avoidable problem destroys more young startups than
any other? Why is it a mistake to ask for introductions to
investors? When do you play the CEO card? Should you sell
out? Author and four-time founder/CEO Dan Shapiro tells the
stories of dozens of startups whose companies lived and died
by the advice in these pages. From inception to destruction
and triumph to despair, this rollercoaster read takes aspiring
entrepreneurs from the highs of billion-dollar payouts and
market-smashing success to the depths of impostor
syndrome and bankruptcy. Hot Seat is divided into the five
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how to formulate your idea, allocate equity, and not argue
yourself to death Funding provides the keys to venture
capital, angels, and crowdfunding, plus clear advice on which
approach to choose Leadership lays out a path to build a
strategy and culture for your team that will survive good times
and bad Management reveals how to manage your board,
argue with your team, and play the CEO card Endgame
explains how to finish a company's existence with grace,
wealth, and minimal litigation
A thought-provoking analysis of the new business paradigm
shows how firms that do "everything right" can nevertheless
fail because of new technologies and disruptions in the
market structure. Reprint.
A surprisingly simple way for students to master any
subject--based on one of the world's most popular online
courses and the bestselling book A Mind for Numbers A Mind
for Numbers and its wildly popular online companion course
"Learning How to Learn" have empowered more than two
million learners of all ages from around the world to master
subjects that they once struggled with. Fans often wish they'd
discovered these learning strategies earlier and ask how they
can help their kids master these skills as well. Now in this
new book for kids and teens, the authors reveal how to make
the most of time spent studying. We all have the tools to learn
what might not seem to come naturally to us at first--the
secret is to understand how the brain works so we can unlock
its power. This book explains: • Why sometimes letting your
mind wander is an important part of the learning process •
How to avoid "rut think" in order to think outside the box •
Why having a poor memory can be a good thing • The value
of metaphors in developing understanding • A simple, yet
powerful, way to stop procrastinating Filled with illustrations,
application questions, and exercises, this book makes
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A WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER Do you
know the best way to drive your company's growth?
If not, it's time to boost your Growth IQ. Trying to find
the one right move that will improve your business's
performance can feel overwhelming. But, as you'll
discover in Growth IQ, there are just ten simple--but
easily misunderstood--paths to growth, and every
successful growth strategy can be boiled down to
picking the right combination and sequence of these
paths for your current context. Tiffani Bova travels
around the world helping companies solve their most
vexing problem: how to keep growing in the face of
stiff competition and a fast-changing business
environment. Whether she's presenting to a Fortune
500 board of directors or brainstorming over coffee
with a startup founder, Bova cuts through the clutter
and confusion that surround growth. Now, she draws
on her decades of experience and more than thirty
fascinating, in-depth business stories to demonstrate
the opportunities--and pitfalls--of each of the ten
growth paths, how they work together, and how they
apply to business today. You'll see how, for instance:
* Red Bull broke Coca-Cola and PepsiCo's
stranglehold on the soft drink market by taking the
Customer Base Penetration path to establish a
foothold with adventure sports junkies and expand
into the mainstream. * Marvel transformed itself from
a struggling comic book publisher into a global
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Product Diversification strategy and shifting their
focus from comic books to comic book characters in
movies. * Starbucks suffered a brand crisis when
they overwhelmed their customers with a Product
Expansion strategy, and brought back CEO Howard
Schultz to course-correct by returning to the
Customer Experience path. Through Bova's
insightful analyses of these and many other case
studies, you'll see why it can be a mistake to imitate
strategies that worked for your competitors, or rely
on strategies that worked for you in the past. To
grow your company with confidence, you first need
to grow your Growth IQ.
"There are no silver bullets, only lead bullets." - Ben
Horowitz "Take care of the people, the products, and
the profits-in that order." - Ben Horowitz "Often any
decision, even the wrong decision, is better than no
decision." - Ben Horowitz "You can't worry about the
mistakes, because you're going to make a lot of
them. You've got to be thinking about your next
move." - Ben Horowitz "The first rule of the C.E.O.
psychological meltdown is 'Don't talk about the
psychological meltdown.'" - Ben Horowitz ***A
Silicon Valley bestseller, The Hard Thing About Hard
Things is a business, startup, and management book
unlike any other. Learn how to build a business
when there are no easy answers...purchase your
copy of FastReads' Summary with Analysis & Key
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Ben Horowitz's deep wisdom.*** Book Summary
Overview: This book is different from other
management books because it addresses problems
that other books don't. It teaches you how to deal
with the hard things. So, what are the hard things?
Setting a big goal and getting your employees to
achieve it is not a hard thing; the hard thing is when
you miss that goal and have to lay people off. Hiring
great people or designing an organizational chart is
not a hard thing. The hard thing is to deal with
people that are difficult to deal with it. The hard thing
is to get people to communicate what you have
designed within the company. Other management
books try to present a recipe for dealing with
situations that have no recipes. There are no recipes
for building a start-up or composing a hit single, or
running for the president of the United States. That's
the thing about hard things, there are no recipes,
formulas, or how-to guides for dealing with them. In
this book, entrepreneur, CEO, and venture capitalist,
Ben Horowitz gives away some useful lessons from
his professional life that will help you deal with the
hard things. This book serves as an inspiration for
people who are struggling to build a technology
startup. Click Buy Now to Own your copy today!
From social psychologist Dr. Devon Price, a
fascinating and thorough examination of what they
call the “laziness lie”—which falsely tells us we are
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practical and accessible advice for overcoming
society’s pressure to “do more.” Extra-curricular
activities. Honors classes. 60-hour work weeks. Side
hustles. Like many Americans, Dr. Devon Price
believed that productivity was the best way to
measure self-worth. Price was an overachiever from
the start, graduating from both college and graduate
school early, but that success came at a cost. After
Price was diagnosed with a severe case of anemia
and heart complications from overexertion, they
were forced to examine the darker side of all this
productivity. Laziness Does Not Exist explores the
psychological underpinnings of the “laziness lie,”
including its origins from the Puritans and how it has
continued to proliferate as digital work tools have
blurred the boundaries between work and life. Using
in-depth research, Price explains that people today
do far more work than nearly any other humans in
history yet most of us often still feel we are not doing
enough. Dr. Price offers science-based
reassurances that productivity does not determine a
person’s worth and suggests that the solution to
problems of overwork and stress lie in resisting the
pressure to do more and instead learn to embrace
doing enough. Featuring interviews with researchers,
consultants, and experiences from real people
drowning in too much work, Laziness Does Not Exist
encourages us to let go of guilt and become more
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the pressure to meet outdated societal expectations.
If you are anything like me you may think you have
no willpower and have had a REALLY hard time
sticking to any self-improvement programme. I totally
get it because that was me for so many years until
one day I had an insight that chenged everything for
me. It was this... That everything I wanted to do was
hard! There was an inner resistance that would rise
up inside that would stop me doing even the things I
wanted to do like plan more social events or do daily
Yoga. I would make a plan of what I wanted to
achieve and be really good for a few days or weeks
at a time and then it would all fade away. There was
no consistency because I would only do things when
I felt like it, and without consistency none of my self
improvement programs could work. Then i had my
wake-up call if everything i wanted to do was hard
then my goals should be to always do ....THE HARD
THING. IMMEDIATELY I WAS ABLE TO START
DOING THINGS THAT I HAD BEEN AVOIDING
FOR YEARS, Such as doing an hours excercise
daily instead of just 15 minutes sporadically. I also
changed on a minute by minute basis, because i
stopped doing things that i would normally been
automatic, such as eating chocolate in the evening
while watching tv. so what is the big secret to
success? if everything is hard then increasing the
amount of hard things you do on a daily basis will
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change if every day you did 20 hard things. If you
chose to do the hard thing rather than the easy thing.
How would your self esteem improve if you always
chose the harder thing, the more effective thing, the
wiser thing? you would become the person you
always wanted to be and start fulfilling your unique
potential. This tracker/journal was created for myself
and other people with no will-power to always
choose to do the most effective things on an hourly
and daily basis so you can achieve the life of your
dreams. So go on pick it up today and start creating
your dream life now!
The best organizations have the best talent. . .
Financial incentives drive company performance. . .
Firms must change or die. Popular axioms like these
drive business decisions every day. Yet too much
common management “wisdom” isn’t wise at
all—but, instead, flawed knowledge based on “best
practices” that are actually poor, incomplete, or
outright obsolete. Worse, legions of managers use
this dubious knowledge to make decisions that are
hazardous to organizational health. Jeffrey Pfeffer
and Robert I. Sutton show how companies can
bolster performance and trump the competition
through evidence-based management, an approach
to decision-making and action that is driven by hard
facts rather than half-truths or hype. This book
guides managers in using this approach to dismantle
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beliefs in core areas including leadership, strategy,
change, talent, financial incentives, and work-life
balance. The authors show managers how to find
and apply the best practices for their companies,
rather than blindly copy what seems to have worked
elsewhere. This practical and candid book
challenges leaders to commit to evidence-based
management as a way of organizational life—and
shows how to finally turn this common sense into
common practice.
The old saying goes, ''To the man with a hammer,
everything looks like a nail.'' But anyone who has
done any kind of project knows a hammer often isn't
enough. The more tools you have at your disposal,
the more likely you'll use the right tool for the job and get it done right. The same is true when it
comes to your thinking. The quality of your outcomes
depends on the mental models in your head. And
most people are going through life with little more
than a hammer. Until now. The Great Mental
Models: General Thinking Concepts is the first book
in The Great Mental Models series designed to
upgrade your thinking with the best, most useful and
powerful tools so you always have the right one on
hand. This volume details nine of the most versatile,
all-purpose mental models you can use right away to
improve your decision making, productivity, and how
clearly you see the world. You will discover what
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forces govern the universe and how to focus your
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efforts so you can harness them to your advantage,
rather than fight with them or worse yet- ignore them.
Upgrade your mental toolbox and get the first
volume today. AUTHOR BIOGRAPHY Farnam
Street (FS) is one of the world's fastest growing
websites, dedicated to helping our readers master
the best of what other people have already figured
out. We curate, examine and explore the timeless
ideas and mental models that history's brightest
minds have used to live lives of purpose. Our
readers include students, teachers, CEOs, coaches,
athletes, artists, leaders, followers, politicians and
more. They're not defined by gender, age, income,
or politics but rather by a shared passion for avoiding
problems, making better decisions, and lifelong
learning. AUTHOR HOME Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
The New York Times bestseller Shortlisted for the
2020 Financial Times & McKinsey Business Book of
the Year Netflix cofounder Reed Hastings reveals for
the first time the unorthodox culture behind one of
the world's most innovative, imaginative, and
successful companies There has never before been
a company like Netflix. It has led nothing short of a
revolution in the entertainment industries, generating
billions of dollars in annual revenue while capturing
the imaginations of hundreds of millions of people in
over 190 countries. But to reach these great heights,
Netflix, which launched in 1998 as an online DVD
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rental service, has had to reinvent itself over and
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over again. This type of unprecedented flexibility
would have been impossible without the
counterintuitive and radical management principles
that cofounder Reed Hastings established from the
very beginning. Hastings rejected the conventional
wisdom under which other companies operate and
defied tradition to instead build a culture focused on
freedom and responsibility, one that has allowed
Netflix to adapt and innovate as the needs of its
members and the world have simultaneously
transformed. Hastings set new standards, valuing
people over process, emphasizing innovation over
efficiency, and giving employees context, not
controls. At Netflix, there are no vacation or expense
policies. At Netflix, adequate performance gets a
generous severance, and hard work is irrelevant. At
Netflix, you don’t try to please your boss, you give
candid feedback instead. At Netflix, employees don’t
need approval, and the company pays top of market.
When Hastings and his team first devised these
unorthodox principles, the implications were
unknown and untested. But in just a short period,
their methods led to unparalleled speed and
boldness, as Netflix quickly became one of the most
loved brands in the world. Here for the first time,
Hastings and Erin Meyer, bestselling author of The
Culture Map and one of the world’s most influential
business thinkers, dive deep into the controversial
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ideologies at the heart of the Netflix psyche, which
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have generated results that are the envy of the
business world. Drawing on hundreds of interviews
with current and past Netflix employees from around
the globe and never-before-told stories of trial and
error from Hastings’s own career, No Rules Rules is
the fascinating and untold account of the philosophy
behind one of the world’s most innovative,
imaginative, and successful companies.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER If you want to
build a better future, you must believe in secrets.
The great secret of our time is that there are still
uncharted frontiers to explore and new inventions to
create. In Zero to One, legendary entrepreneur and
investor Peter Thiel shows how we can find singular
ways to create those new things. Thiel begins with
the contrarian premise that we live in an age of
technological stagnation, even if we’re too distracted
by shiny mobile devices to notice. Information
technology has improved rapidly, but there is no
reason why progress should be limited to computers
or Silicon Valley. Progress can be achieved in any
industry or area of business. It comes from the most
important skill that every leader must master:
learning to think for yourself. Doing what someone
else already knows how to do takes the world from 1
to n, adding more of something familiar. But when
you do something new, you go from 0 to 1. The next
Bill Gates will not build an operating system. The
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next Larry Page or Sergey Brin won’t make a search
Answers
engine. Tomorrow’s champions will not win by
competing ruthlessly in today’s marketplace. They
will escape competition altogether, because their
businesses will be unique. Zero to One presents at
once an optimistic view of the future of progress in
America and a new way of thinking about innovation:
it starts by learning to ask the questions that lead
you to find value in unexpected places.
A Wall Street Journal Bestseller! What are venture capitalists
saying about your startup behind closed doors? And what can
you do to influence that conversation? If Silicon Valley is the
greatest wealth-generating machine in the world, Sand Hill
Road is its humming engine. That's where you'll find the
biggest names in venture capital, including famed VC firm
Andreessen Horowitz, where lawyer-turned-entrepreneurturned-VC Scott Kupor serves as managing partner. Whether
you're trying to get a new company off the ground or scale an
existing business to the next level, you need to understand
how VCs think. In Secrets of Sand Hill Road, Kupor explains
exactly how VCs decide where and how much to invest, and
how entrepreneurs can get the best possible deal and make
the most of their relationships with VCs. Kupor explains, for
instance: • Why most VCs typically invest in only one startup
in a given business category. • Why the skill you need most
when raising venture capital is the ability to tell a compelling
story. • How to handle a "down round," when startups have to
raise funds at a lower valuation than in the previous round. •
What to do when VCs get too entangled in the day-to-day
operations of the business. • Why you need to build
relationships with potential acquirers long before you decide
to sell. Filled with Kupor's firsthand experiences, insider
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the guide every entrepreneur needs to turn their startup into
the next unicorn.
The DNA of business has changed. Forever. You can blame
technology, smartphones, social media, online shopping and
everything else, but nothingchanges this reality: we are in a
moment of business purgatory. So, what are you going to do
about it? Mitch Joel, one of the world's leading experts in new
media, warns that the time has come to CTRL ALT DELETE.
To reboot and to start re-building your business model. If you
don't, Joel warns, not only will your company begin to slide
backwards, but you may find yourself unemployable within
five years. That's a very strong warning, but in his new book,
CTRL ALT DELETE, Joel explains the convergence of five
key movements that have changed business forever. The
movements have already taken place, but few businesses
have acted on them. He outlines what you need to know to
adapt right now. He also points to the seven triggers that will
help you take advantage of these game-changing factors to
keep you employable as this new world of business unfolds.
Along the way, Joel introduces his novel concept of "squiggle"
which explains how you can learn to adapt your personal
approach to your career, as new technology becomes the
norm. In short, this is not a book about "change management"
but rather a book about "changing both you AND your
business model."
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Over two million
copies sold! “Packed with incredible insight about what it
means to be a woman today.”—Reese Witherspoon (Reese’s
Book Club Pick) In her most revealing and powerful memoir
yet, the activist, speaker, bestselling author, and “patron saint
of female empowerment” (People) explores the joy and
peace we discover when we stop striving to meet others’
expectations and start trusting the voice deep within us.
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The Oprah Magazine • The Washington Post • Cosmopolitan
• Marie Claire • Bloomberg • Parade • “Untamed will liberate
women—emotionally, spiritually, and physically. It is
phenomenal.”—Elizabeth Gilbert, author of City of Girls and
Eat Pray Love This is how you find yourself. There is a voice
of longing inside each woman. We strive so mightily to be
good: good partners, daughters, mothers, employees, and
friends. We hope all this striving will make us feel alive.
Instead, it leaves us feeling weary, stuck, overwhelmed, and
underwhelmed. We look at our lives and wonder: Wasn’t it all
supposed to be more beautiful than this? We quickly silence
that question, telling ourselves to be grateful, hiding our
discontent—even from ourselves. For many years, Glennon
Doyle denied her own discontent. Then, while speaking at a
conference, she looked at a woman across the room and fell
instantly in love. Three words flooded her mind: There She Is.
At first, Glennon assumed these words came to her from on
high. But she soon realized they had come to her from within.
This was her own voice—the one she had buried beneath
decades of numbing addictions, cultural conditioning, and
institutional allegiances. This was the voice of the girl she had
been before the world told her who to be. Glennon decided to
quit abandoning herself and to instead abandon the world’s
expectations of her. She quit being good so she could be
free. She quit pleasing and started living. Soulful and
uproarious, forceful and tender, Untamed is both an intimate
memoir and a galvanizing wake-up call. It is the story of how
one woman learned that a responsible mother is not one who
slowly dies for her children, but one who shows them how to
fully live. It is the story of navigating divorce, forming a new
blended family, and discovering that the brokenness or
wholeness of a family depends not on its structure but on
each member’s ability to bring her full self to the table. And it
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enough to set boundaries, make peace with our bodies,
honor our anger and heartbreak, and unleash our truest,
wildest instincts so that we become women who can finally
look at ourselves and say: There She Is. Untamed shows us
how to be brave. As Glennon insists: The braver we are, the
luckier we get.
Foreword by Bill Gates LinkedIn cofounder, legendary
investor, and host of the award-winning Masters of Scale
podcast reveals the secret to starting and scaling massively
valuable companies. What entrepreneur or founder doesn’t
aspire to build the next Amazon, Facebook, or Airbnb? Yet
those who actually manage to do so are exceedingly rare. So
what separates the startups that get disrupted and disappear
from the ones who grow to become global giants? The secret
is blitzscaling: a set of techniques for scaling up at a dizzying
pace that blows competitors out of the water. The objective of
Blitzscaling is not to go from zero to one, but from one to one
billion –as quickly as possible. When growing at a breakneck
pace, getting to next level requires very different strategies
from those that got you to where you are today. In a book
inspired by their popular class at Stanford Business School,
Hoffman and Yeh reveal how to navigate the necessary shifts
and weather the unique challenges that arise at each stage of
a company’s life cycle, such as: how to design business
models for igniting and sustaining relentless growth;
strategies for hiring and managing; how the role of the
founder and company culture must evolve as the business
matures, and more. Whether your business has ten
employees or ten thousand, Blitzscaling is the essential
playbook for winning in a world where speed is the only
competitive advantage that matters.
Silicon Valley pioneer Ray Zinn, CEO of top microchip
company Micrel for 37 years, shows entrepreneurs and
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Things First In high school, Ray Zinn’s track coach told him
he was too short to run the hurdles. Ray took this as a
challenge and, after months of hard training, became the
fastest hurdler on the team. That drive and self-discipline is,
to Zinn, the essence of the entrepreneurial spirit. It’s what
pushed him to achieve the impossible, founding a Silicon
Valley microchip company—without venture capital—and
turning it into a global empire with an enviable 37-year track
record as CEO. Tough Things First, the distillation of Ray
Zinn’s astonishing career as CEO of Micrel, is a
comprehensive head-to-toe training program for
entrepreneurs and leaders—based on hard-won lessons in
business and in life. Zinn’s tough-love approach gives you
the guidance you need to: • Find your vision, set your goals,
and make them happen • Build your business like you’d train
your body: with heart, soul, mind, and passion • Master the
psychological disciplines that will sharpen your focus and
drive • Create a corporate culture that engages employees
and inspires confidence • Put people first and push them to
achieve their personal best • Tackle the tough jobs
today—and ensure your success tomorrow Zinn tells you what
it takes to succeed in a world where markets are constantly
changing, new technologies are emerging, and small startups
are going head to head with industry giants. He shows you
how to be a good leader and what you can do to make
yourself even better. He reveals why discipline is the first and
most important step—for the entrepreneur and the
organization—and why people are your single most valuable
resource. He offers practical, no-nonsense advice on
processes and procedures, finances and growth creation,
changing markets and new technology. But that’s not all. The
key to your success, Zinn explains, lies in your mind, your
body, your vision, and your heart. This book shows you how
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into your life and work, and how to handle the tough things
first. As the trailblazing founder and CEO of Micrel, Inc., one
of the world’s leading microchip companies, Ray Zinn
bootstrapped his company, achieved consistent profitability,
and delivered a total equity value of more than $800 million at
its acquisition. In 37 years of leading this publicly traded
microchip empire, he saw it through the dot-com bust and
Great Recession—with only one unprofitable year—relying on
his discipline as a leader, passion as an inventor, and training
as an athlete. In 2015, Zinn stepped down as Micrel’s CEO
and is in the process of launching a Silicon Valley accelerator
that will help business visionaries build profitable, enduring
companies.
Ben Horowitz, cofounder of Andreessen Horowitz and one of
Silicon Valley's most respected and experienced
entrepreneurs, offers essential advice on building and running
a startup—practical wisdom for managing the toughest
problems business school doesn’t cover, based on his
popular ben’s blog. While many people talk about how great
it is to start a business, very few are honest about how
difficult it is to run one. Ben Horowitz analyzes the problems
that confront leaders every day, sharing the insights he’s
gained developing, managing, selling, buying, investing in,
and supervising technology companies. A lifelong rap fanatic,
he amplifies business lessons with lyrics from his favorite
songs, telling it straight about everything from firing friends to
poaching competitors, cultivating and sustaining a CEO
mentality to knowing the right time to cash in. Filled with his
trademark humor and straight talk, The Hard Thing About
Hard Things is invaluable for veteran entrepreneurs as well
as those aspiring to their own new ventures, drawing from
Horowitz's personal and often humbling experiences.
How will artificial intelligence change our world within twenty
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technologist and a visionary writer of science fiction offers
bold and urgent insights.”—Yann LeCun, winner of the Turing
Award; chief AI scientist, Facebook “Amazingly entertaining .
. . Lee and Chen take us on an immersive trip through the
future. . . . Eye-opening.”—Mark Cuban AI will be the defining
development of the twenty-first century. Within two decades,
aspects of daily human life will be unrecognizable. AI will
generate unprecedented wealth, revolutionize medicine and
education through human-machine symbiosis, and create
brand-new forms of communication and entertainment. In
liberating us from routine work, however, AI will also
challenge the organizing principles of our economic and
social order. Meanwhile, AI will bring new risks in the form of
autonomous weapons and smart technology that inherits
human bias. AI is at a tipping point, and people need to wake
up—both to AI’s radiant pathways and its existential perils for
life as we know it. In this provocative, utterly original work, KaiFu Lee, the former president of Google China and bestselling
author of AI Superpowers, teams up with celebrated novelist
Chen Qiufan to imagine our world in 2041 and how it will be
shaped by AI. In ten gripping short stories, they introduce
readers to an array of eye-opening 2041 settings, such as: •
In San Francisco, the “job reallocation” industry emerges as
deep learning AI causes widespread job displacement • In
Tokyo, a music fan is swept up in an immersive form of
celebrity worship based on virtual reality and mixed reality •
In Mumbai, a teenage girl rebels when AI’s crunching of big
data gets in the way of romance • In Seoul, virtual
companions with perfected natural language processing
(NLP) skills offer orphaned twins new ways to connect • In
Munich, a rogue scientist draws on quantum computing,
computer vision and other AI technologies in a revenge plot
that imperils the world By gazing toward a not-so-distant
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future—while reminding readers that, ultimately, humankind
remains the author of its destiny.
Detailed summary and analysis of The Power of Habit.

George Orwell’s celebrated novella, Animal Farm, is
a biting, allegorical, political satire on totalitarianism
in general and Stalinism in particular. One of the
most famous works in modern English literature, it is
a telling comment on Soviet Russia under Stalin’s
brutal dictatorship based on a cult of personality
which was enforced through a reign of terror. The
book tells a seemingly simple story of farm animals
who rebel against their master in the hope of
stopping their exploitation at the hand of humans
and creating a society where animals would be
equal, free and happy. Ultimately, however, the
rebellion is betrayed and the farm ends up in a state
as bad as it was before. The novel thus
demonstrates how easily good intentions can be
subverted into tyranny.Orwell has himself said that it
was the first book in which he had tried, with full
consciousness of what he was doing, ‘to fuse
political purpose and artistic purpose into one
whole.’ The book was first published in England in
1945, and has since then remained a favourite with
readers all over the world, and has consistently been
included in all prestigious bestseller lists for the past
many years.
The #1 New York Times bestselling author of Bare
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Bones, host of the marquee morning program “The
Answers
Bobby Bones Show,” comedian and dedicated
philanthropist delivers an inspirational and humorous
collection of stories about his biggest misses in life
and how he turned them into lessons and wins.
Bobby Bones is the youngest inductee ever into the
National Radio Hall of Fame alongside legends Dick
Clark, Larry King, and Howard Stern. As "the most
powerful man in country music" (Forbes), he has
reached the peak of his profession and achieved his
childhood dreams. Each weekday morning, more
than five million fans tune in to his radio show. But
as Bobby reveals, a lot of what made him able to
achieve his goals were mistakes, awkward
moments, and embarrassing situations—lemons that
he turned into lemonade through hard work and
humility. In this eye-opening book, he’ll include
ideas and motivations for finding success even when
seemingly surrounded by impossible odds or tough
failures. He also includes anecdotes from some of
his famous friends—Andy Roddick, Chris Stapleton,
Charlamagne Tha God, Charles Esten, Brooklyn
Decker, Walker Hayes and Asa Hutchinson—who
open up about their own missteps. Bobby’s mantra
is Fight. Grind. Repeat. A man who refuses to give
up, he sees failure as something to learn from—and
the recollections in this funny, smart book, full of
Bobby’s brand of self-effacing humor, show how
he’s become such a beloved goofball.
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The 10th-anniversary edition of the New York Times
Answers
business bestseller-now updated with "Answers to
Ten Questions People Ask" We attempt or avoid
difficult conversations every day-whether dealing
with an underperforming employee, disagreeing with
a spouse, or negotiating with a client. From the
Harvard Negotiation Project, the organization that
brought you Getting to Yes, Difficult Conversations
provides a step-by-step approach to having those
tough conversations with less stress and more
success. you'll learn how to: · Decipher the
underlying structure of every difficult conversation ·
Start a conversation without defensiveness · Listen
for the meaning of what is not said · Stay balanced in
the face of attacks and accusations · Move from
emotion to productive problem solving
Digital networks are changing all the rules of
business. New, scalable, digitally networked
business models, like those of Amazon, Google,
Uber, and Airbnb, are affecting growth, scale, and
profit potential for companies in every industry. But
this seismic shift isn’t unique to digital start-ups and
tech superstars. Digital transformation is affecting
every business sector, and as investor capital, top
talent, and customers shift toward network-centric
organizations, the performance gap between early
and late adopters is widening. So the question isn’t
whether your organization needs to change, but
when and how much. The Network Imperative is a
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call to action for managers and executives to
Answers
embrace network-based business models. The
benefits are indisputable: companies that leverage
digital platforms to co-create and share value with
networks of employees, customers, and suppliers
are fast outpacing the market. These companies, or
network orchestrators, grow faster, scale with lower
marginal cost, and generate the highest revenue
multipliers. Supported by research that covers fifteen
hundred companies, authors Barry Libert, Megan
Beck, and Jerry Wind guide leaders and investors
through the ten principles that all organizations can
use to grow and profit regardless of their industry.
They also share a five-step process for pivoting an
organization toward a more scalable and profitable
business model. The Network Imperative, brimming
with compelling case studies and actionable advice,
provides managers with what they really need: new
tools and frameworks to generate unprecedented
value in a rapidly changing age.
"In 1963, thirteen-year-old Arthur is sentenced to
community service helping the neighborhood Junk
Man after he throws a brick at the old man's head in
a moment of rage, but the junk he collects might be
more important than he suspects. Inspired by the
work of American folk artist James Hampton"-NEW YORK TIMES AND WALL STREET JOURNAL
BESTSELLER • Winner of CMI Management Book
of the Year 2019 Based on an in-depth analysis of
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over 2,600 leaders drawn from a database of more
Answers
than 17,000 CEOs and C-suite executives, as well
13,000 hours of interviews, and two decades of
experience advising CEOs and executive boards,
Elena L. Botelho and Kim R. Powell overturn the
myths about what it takes to get to the top and
succeed. Their groundbreaking research was the
featured cover story in the May-June 2017 issue of
Harvard Business Review. It reveals the common
attributes and counterintuitive choices that set apart
successful CEOs—lessons that we can apply to our
own careers. Much of what we hear about who gets
to the top, and how, is wrong. Those who become
chief executives set their sights on the C-suite at an
early age. In fact, over 70 percent of the CEOs
didn’t have designs on the corner office until later in
their careers. You must graduate from an elite
college. In fact, only 7 percent of CEOs in the
dataset are Ivy League graduates--and 8 percent
didn't graduate from college at all. To become a
CEO you need a flawless résumé. The reality: 45
percent of CEO candidates had at least one major
career blowup. What those who reach the top do
share are four key behaviors that anyone can
master: they are decisive; they are reliable,
delivering what they promised when the promise it,
without exception; they adapt boldly, and they
engage with stakeholders without shying away from
conflict. Based on this breakthrough study of the
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most successful people in business, Botelho and
Answers
Powell offer career advice for everyone who aspires
to get ahead. Based on research insights illustrated
by real life stories from CEOs and boardrooms, they
tell us how to: - Fast-track our career by deploying
the career catapults used by those who get to the
top quickly - Overcome the hidden handicaps to
getting the job we want. - Avoid the 5 hazards that
most commonly derail those promoted into a new
role. For everyone who aspires to rise up through the
organization and achieve their full potential, The
CEO Next Door is an essential guide.
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